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Who
we are



Our team & work

38 staff to enable 
data driven 
decision support 
for LMICs

Backstory

2010 Haiti 
Earthquake & 
cholera epidemic
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Our supporters

Non-profit funded 
by & supporting 
key actors

Science & Innovation

Solid academic 
research. 50+ peer 
reviewed 
publications



What we do 

To enable decision makers to access 
the data they need to transform the 
lives of vulnerable people, at scale.



Who we 
work with

How we do what we do



Who we work with

Mobile network
operators (MNOs)

Governments Non-governmental 
organisations

GRID3 
programme*

* Flowminder is one of the co-founders and implementing partners of GRID3 

Funders & 
Supporters



Implementation & real impact 
requires collaboration

■ The use of CDR data often involves many 
stakeholders e.g.:

■ MNOs
■ Government end users
■ Regulators
■ IGOs

■ Ghana is a good model of government partnership

■ Ghana Statistical Services
■ Vodafone Ghana
■ Flowminder

Working with governments 
is an essential criteria for 
generating impact.



“If we want to achieve the SDGs, we need to invest in 

data systems, and we are confident that our successful 

partnership with Vodafone Ghana & Flowminder is 

the way forward to leverage data for good.

— Omar Seidu, Head of Demographic Statistics and SDGs Coordinator at Ghana Statistical Service



What are Call 
Detail Records 
(CDRs)

We work with different data types



CDRs can provide near-real time estimates of population 
movements & changes in population density

User makes a call from 
location X

X

User travels to location 
Y and makes a call

Call routed through 
nearest tower

Network operator
records time and

tower of call for billing

Y

Cell tower coverage

Network eventsSubscriber movements Observed trajectory

Cell towers



Calling party identifier 
(anonymised)

Receiving party identifier 
(anonymised)

Cell_ID: location

Event_type: call or SMS

Timestamp

Mobile phone metadata: CDRs

Calling party identifier (anonymised)

Receiving party identifier (anonymised)

Cell_ID: location

Event_type: call or SMS



Benefits of using CDRs

■ The data are automatically generated.

■ The dataset contains billions of data points from 
millions of people – large geographic and time 
scales covered.

■ There is a continuous stream of data – near 
real-time.

In the context of migration

■ Production of indicators to monitor relocations and 
changes in flow from affected areas



Temporal resolution

  

? ? ? ? ?

 Mon Tue Wed Thur Fri Sat Sun     

Person 1

Person 2

We only ‘see’ a subscriber when they use their phone. 

If they don’t use their phone on a particular day, we can’t confidently say 
where they are on that day.

A A A A A A

A A

B



Spatial resolution

The density of cell towers 
affects the precision of 
our location estimates. 

The location of a cell 
tower is often the only 
available information 
about its potential 
coverage. 



The spatial resolution of 
individual CDR data depends 
on the density of the cell 
towers routing the ‘network 
event’.

The distance between towers (the finest spatial 
resolution) can be between ~300 m in urban areas 
to more than 9 km (coverage) in rural areas.



Additional data on 
demographics, phone 
use and mobility from 
field and phone surveys 
can help to address 
biases and therefore to 
get the most out of CDR 
data.

Addressing potential sampling biases

Subscribers to other mobile network operators (MNOs)

No mobile subscription

"Active" subscribers of participating MNO

"Inactive" subscribers of participating MNO

National 
population



Additional data on 
demographics, phone 
use and mobility from 
field and phone surveys 
can help to address 
biases and therefore to 
get the most out of CDR 
data.

Addressing potential sampling biases

Subscribers to other mobile network operators (MNOs)

No mobile subscription

"Active" subscribers of participating MNO

"Inactive" subscribers of participating MNO

Sample for 
analysis*

* Non-random ‘sample’ available for analysis 



Bias-adjusted and  
population-scaled 
estimates

These estimates are based on 

▪ CDR aggregates

▪ Primary & secondary survey data

▪ Existing population estimates

▪ Admin3 shapefiles

Flowminder has recently 
developed estimation methods 
to arrive at bias-adjusted & 
population-scaled estimates for

■ Relocations from admin3 area 
to admin3 area, per month

■ Residents per admin3 area, 
per month



Ensuring privacy and transparency 

■ GDPR compliance throughout

■ Transparency and peer review: 

■ Detailed and open method 
descriptions

■ Open algorithms

■ Publications in peer-reviewed 
academic journals

Key principles
CDR-derived 
insights should 
never permit the 
identification of 
individual 
subscribers. 



Classic population & human mobility questions

■ Where are people located over time?

■ What are the patterns of movement in my area of interest? 

■ How many people are moving at any particular point in time?

■ How many people have permanently moved in/out?

■ Where are the high concentrations of people meeting/moving? 

■ Are people moving more within or between regions? 

■ Which areas are highly connected?

■ COVID-19 lockdowns: Have people stopped moving?

Questions our users may want answered



A broad range of indicators can be derived 
from CDRs, including:

?

Short-term indicators

▪ ‘Daily’ presence
■ Changes in presence per area in 

comparison to reference period.
■ Crowd size per cluster.

▪ ‘Daily’ movements
■ Changes in the number of 

travellers between two areas.
■ Changes to population mixing  

per area.
■ Changes to net flows to each 

area.
■ Changes to travel within each 

area.

Other indicators

▪ Locations of interest
■ Main travel routes.
■ Isolated clusters of areas.
■ Locations of hotspots.

▪ Social connectivity, mobile phone 
usage and top-up expenses… 

Longer-term indicators

▪ Residents
■ Changes in the number of 

residents per areas.
▪ Relocations

■ Changes in the number of 
residents relocated from area 
A to area B.



CDR data applications

Population dynamics



DRC Haiti Ghana

Monthly relocations between admin3 areas

Note: estimated top 1,000 flows, median,  Nov 2021- 
Dec 2022

Note: top 500 flows, median, Feb 2020 - Feb 2022

Note: unscaled top 1000 flows, median, Jan - 
July 2021



Monthly population change per admin3 area

Note: average monthly variations in residents  Feb 2020 - Feb 
2022, relative to baseline residents in each area

Note: average monthly variations in residents 
Jan - July 2021, relative to baseline residents in 
each area

Note: average monthly variation in residents Nov 2021 
- Dec 2022, relative to baseline residents in each area

HaitiDRC Ghana



Migration flows from March 2020 
to February 2021 in the DRC

Mapping monthly 
migration flows
Seasonal variation



Disaster Preparedness | Producing time-dependent (dynamic) 
risk maps 

%change in risk at 13:00 
weekday compared to 19:00 
(static population density)

09:00 13:00 



Mobility Disruption | COVID-19 response in Haiti

COVID-19 restrictions come 
into effect (20 March)

Mobility restrictions reduced 
the number of places visited 
during the day…

...but triggered a shift of 
population distribution from 
urban to rural areas (similar 
to changes occurring during 
the Christmas period)

COVID-19 restrictions come 
into effect (20 March)



Infectious Disease | Modelling the geographic spread of  
cholera in Haiti

28

Flows from areas with high incidence Infectious pressure on unaffected areas



Any 
questions?

Thank you | Q&As
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